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Abstract
We present a survey of physical and computational techniques that have the potential to con-
tribute to the next generation of high-ﬁdelity, multi-scale climate simulations. Examples of the
climate science problems that can be investigated with more depth with these computational
improvements include the capture of remote forcings of localized hydrological extreme events,
an accurate representation of cloud features over a range of spatial and temporal scales, and
parallel, large ensembles of simulations to more eﬀectively explore model sensitivities and un-
certainties. Numerical techniques, such as adaptive mesh reﬁnement, implicit time integration,
and separate treatment of fast physical time scales are enabling improved accuracy and ﬁdelity
in simulation of dynamics and allowing more complete representations of climate features at
the global scale. At the same time, partnerships with computer science teams have focused on
taking advantage of evolving computer architectures such as many-core processors and GPUs.
As a result, approaches which were previously considered prohibitively costly have become both
more eﬃcient and scalable. In combination, progress in these three critical areas is poised to
transform climate modeling in the coming decades. These topics have been presented within
a workshop titled, ”Numerical and Computational Developments to Advance Multiscale Earth
System Models (MSESM ’15),” as part of the International Conference on Computational Sci-
ences, Reykjavik, Iceland, June 1-3, 2015.
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1 Introduction
Some of the greatest challenges in projecting the future of the Earth’s climate result from
the signiﬁcant and complex interactions between small-scale features and large-scale structures
throughout the Earth system. In addition, signiﬁcant interactions occur between structures
of the ocean, atmosphere, land surface, and cryosphere. In order to advance Earth system
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science, a new generation of models that capture the structure and evolution of the climate
system across a broad range of spatial and temporal scales is required. The climate community
needs to produce better models for these critical processes, to better support science inves-
tigations that span everything from cloud systems to grounding line retreat in ice sheets at
global scales, through improved physical and computational implementations. In tandem with
new model features is the requirement of suﬃcient spatial resolution to capture the smallest
unparametrized scales and their feedbacks onto the global Earth system. Recent work has
demonstrated improvements to the representation of multi-scale events including precipitation
[10] and large scale dynamics [4] when ﬁner spatial scales are captured in global atmospheric
models. At the same time, these models and algorithms must be capable of running on the
largest and fastest computer resources available. Producing these models will require forming
integrated teams of climate and computational scientists to accelerate the development and
integration of parameterizations and dynamics into Earth System Models (ESMs). This article
surveys pathways for introducing accurate and computationally eﬃcient treatments of multi-
scale features into ESMs in order to address the increasing complex science questions these
models are being tasked to address.
The increase in resolution via multi-scale implementations could facilitate solutions for sev-
eral of the greatest challenges in modeling the signiﬁcant two-way interactions between local
and global scales in the climate system. For example, there are abundant observational stud-
ies [8, 50, 51], theoretical derivations [5, 35, 36, 37], and emerging computational results [40]
demonstrating that the tropical ocean-atmosphere system is characterized by multi-scale dy-
namics.
Some of the largest feedbacks in the climate system may be due to clouds [7, 13, 48], yet
clouds remain unresolved and are highly parameterized in current climate models. The eﬀects
of clouds on the climate system are one to two orders of magnitude larger than the eﬀects from
anthropogenic greenhouse gases that cause the observed warming [17]. As a result, small cloud
changes in response to this warming could greatly amplify or ameliorate climate change over
the 21st century. Clouds also play critical roles in the Earth’s hydrological cycle, for they are
the origins of rain, snow, and other forms of precipitation. One of the key uncertainties in
climate projections is how the hydrological cycle, and in particular the intensity and frequency
of rainfall, will evolve in a warmer world [1]. Resolving this will also require major advances in
the treatment of atmospheric convection, another critical process in the climate system that is
still unresolved at the resolutions typical of current climate models. Fluid motions in convective
clouds, which overturn air containing condensed water, span over ﬁve orders of magnitude in
space ranging from a few meters to over one hundred kilometers. It is not possible to resolve all
of these scales simultaneously in one model. Thus, representing clouds and convection remains
an extreme scientiﬁc challenge for climate modeling.
Quasi-uniform Almost Cloud Resolving global models with resolutions of approximately 2km
in the horizontal direction and equations similar to those in the cloud resolving and LES models
reproduce many cloud features, but they do not accurately represent shallower clouds and they
are not appropriate for climate studies of years or longer. Early evidence from proof-of-concept
tests of cloud-system-permitting and cloud-resolving models suggest that the cloud feedback
in these ultra-high-resolution frameworks diﬀer systematically from the feedbacks exhibited by
conventional models [38, 62]. Prototypes [38] are being evaluated but they run about a million
times slower than current climate models [45], and it is an enormous computational challenge
to produce a simulation of just a few months.
New viable computational approaches are needed to simulate multi-scale dynamics at reso-
lutions approaching characteristic length scales ranging from order 1 to 10 km and time scales
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ranging from minutes to hours. Promising research areas include: taking advantage of advanced
computational hardware (§2), focusing computational resources on key phenomena (§3), and
time integration (§4). For example, most climate models use explicit time integration for most
terms, and treat selected tendencies semi-implicitly, thereby worsening stability constraints at
high resolution. To address this, implicit integration, sub-cycling and implicit-explicit (IMEX)
approaches are all being explored. In variable resolution models, these techniques could be
blended to manage time integration in both coarse and ﬁne resolution regions of the domain
[25].
Development of multi-scale models poses challenges and opportunities for the numerical
and physical formulations of climate processes, such as cloud physics. Their parameterizations
in current climate models are highly speciﬁc and tuned for a given set of horizontal and ver-
tical grid spacings and must be adjusted with a change in resolution. So-called scale-aware
parameterizations are required in order to adapt the physics to a range of resolutions or for
variable resolutions within a single simulation. Such simulations have the promise of resolving
key features, such as orographic eﬀects and extreme atmospheric events in a way that global
uniform resolutions would not. In addition, the assumption that small scale processes are in
quasi-equilibrium with the grid-scale boundary conditions becomes increasingly less tenable at
higher resolutions, and so the eﬀects of small-scale stochastic ﬂuctuations must be included.
Finally, as we move to spatial scales of a few km or less, some processes begin to be resolved
and will not need to be parameterized. The combination of scale-aware, stochastic, and explicit
process representations constitutes a major paradigm shift in the design of climate models, and
will force a retooling across the signiﬁcant software infrastructure that the climate community
has developed. For ﬁxed resolution models, the introduction of scale-aware parameterizations
alone will require reproducible techniques for optimizing the physical ﬁdelity and computational
performance of the model physics across a wide range of scales than have been employed to
date [31, 32, 59]. This transition could be advanced through the adoption of techniques for sen-
sitivity analyses, sampling of high-dimensional parameter spaces, and model calibration from
the ﬁeld of uncertainty quantiﬁcation (UQ). These eﬀorts would also beneﬁt from weak scaling
on new architectures, which would enable additional resources to be applied to reﬁnement of
sub-grid structures in the ocean and atmosphere.
2 Scalability and computational trends
High performance computing (HPC) architectures continue to evolve along with the complex-
ity of ESM’s. Often the science simulation capabilities of multi-scale models depend on the
newest and largest computational resources. Unfortunately, this leads to recurring challenges
to upgrade both programming models to achieve good performance with existing discretiza-
tions and algorithms that best exploit the capabilities of new architectures. The current trend
in high-end computation points to a many-core crisis [28] with codes needing to transform to
leverage hybrid nodes with both heavy-weight processors and highly threaded co-processors,
such as GPU’s. Analysis of the Top 500 computers shows alarming trends for ESM’s: FLOP
growth is 2x faster than memory and memory bandwidth. On most high-end systems, this
ratio is currently below 0.1 GB / GFLOP, rapidly on its way to 0.01, with memory capacity per
core expected to drop by 30% every two years. ESM’s are already more communication-bound
than compute-bound for some conﬁgurations [11], and will need to explicitly manage access to
complex memory hierarchies. This shift will cause ESMs to beneﬁt more from algorithms and
higher-order discretizations with higher arithmetic intensity.
For example, a non-hydrostatic Eulerian atmospheric dynamical core will have CFL limita-
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tions based on the maximum wave speed, which is in the range of 300 − 500m/s. At around
20 km horizontal grid spacing, where cloud physics and tropical cyclones are predominantly
represented by parameterizations, the time step is O(100 s). The corresponding vertical grid
spacing may be O(100m) in the lower atmosphere, so these codes, using traditional fully explicit
methods, must take punishingly small time steps, O(1 s). In addition, these methods have low
arithmetic intensity, which inhibits strong scaling on memory- and bandwidth-limited architec-
tures. Higher-order methods are underway to address these issues, including algorithms that
are fully explicit but enable larger time steps, such as ADER schemes [44]. HEVI (horizontal-
explicit, vertical-implicit) time integrators also have potential to overcome time step limitations
while still resolving large-scale features. The increased computational cost when the time step
size is restricted - which is 8x for every doubling of resolution in all 3 spatial dimensions - is also
driving research into fully implicit approaches and asymptotic simpliﬁcations, such as low-Mach
number approximations. Both raise questions of the frequency and computational expense of
coupling to physics parameterizations at these scales. Similar analyses apply to the ocean and
other ESM components, with trade oﬀs on weak- and strong-scaling discretizations, and the
implied disruptive software changes to ESM’s to optimize communication, computation, and
memory.
Another consideration is that the volume of data produced by O(1 km) simulations would
be staggering: approximately 100B degrees of freedom, updated with frequency of 1 s −15m of
simulation time. It is not reasonable to write this volume of data to disk (at the rate of 1TB/s),
so it is clear that feasible scientiﬁc data plans must include reasonably selective output, such
as high resolution only around key features, and less I/O-intensive climate statistics.
2.1 The Critical Role of Numerical Software Packages
Fast-changing computer hardware architectures and lagged use of software libraries have made
it increasingly diﬃcult for science application developers to build high-performance software.
The climate community is no exception. High resolution simulations require state-of-the-art
hardware, but the newest high end computing systems are undergoing rapid technology changes.
As a result, most large multi-scale and multi-physics parallel applications must adapt to ever-
evolving computing platforms in order to try to realize the potential of extreme-scale supercom-
puters [19, 12]. Unfortunately, adaptations necessary to realize the promise of new architectures
require substantial time, eﬀort, and specialized expertise. Recent workshops sponsored by U.S.
Dept. of Energy oﬃces, one from the high performance computing community, and one from
the terrestrial science community, identiﬁed the need and priorities for attention to software
productivity [23].
One critical priority identiﬁed at these workshops was the need for signiﬁcant scientiﬁc
application simulators to make use of reusable numerical libraries. The main advantage in using
these is the ability to rely on these packages to adapt to changing hardware while allowing the
application code to remain largely intact, preserving much of the validation and veriﬁcation
progress. For example, the Trilinos library [18] includes methods for solution of linear and
nonlinear systems, graph partitioning, and uncertainty quantiﬁcation. The PETSc library
specializes in methods for linear and nonlinear system solution but has been extended to include
time integration [3]. The SUNDIALS library includes methods for solution of nonlinear systems,
time integration of ordinary and diﬀerential-algebraic systems, and sensitivity analysis [52]. The
CHOMBO library provides infrastructure and support for structured adaptive mesh reﬁnement
[9]. Other useful packages for linear system solvers include the hypre [20] and SuperLU libraries
[33].
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Based on their scalability, availability on large-scale HPC, and support for discretizations
commonly used in ESM’s, new dynamical cores are being developed that extensively take ad-
vantage of these libraries [24, 43, 49]. In addition, much solver work in existing cores is also
leveraging parallel and optimized software libraries [63, 34, 2]. By taking advantage of these
and other libraries, large-scale climate simulations are evolving into software ecosystems that
bridge between the diverse ESM components and the rapidly-evolving extreme-scale platforms
on which they must run to achieve their science goals. A key component of this evolution
is the encapsulation of architecture-dependent optimizations. Through encapsulation, these
ecosystems can minimize the error-prone work of adaption to any given machine since the
most specialized code is well-separated from the physics models. Leveraging of numerical and
other computational libraries also allows for easier inclusion of new algorithms and technologies.
These libraries have the potential to provide signiﬁcant beneﬁts in the minimization of time
both to bring new algorithms into production and to bring optimizations to what we expect to
be rapidly changing computer architectures.
3 Adaptive Mesh Reﬁnement
At very high resolutions of atmosphere models, non-hydrostatic eﬀects become important, and
ﬂows become less dominated by large horizontal aspect ratios and are more equally three-
dimensional in nature. A critical requirement is accurately representing wave phenomena that
aﬀect climate [55]. Below O(10 km) the interaction of gravity waves and cloud-resolving models
may require spatial resolution of O(1 km). At uniform global resolution these calculations are
infeasible, so “regional” static mesh reﬁnement to increase resolution only where such features
must be resolved is being developed [64]. Similar research is underway in ocean modeling
to provide regional, high-resolution, “eddy-allowing,” conﬁgurations [46]. Opportunities exist
also for dynamic or adaptive mesh reﬁnement (AMR), which adapts both grid reﬁnement and
time stepping to maintain acceptable error estimates and/or to track features such as tropical
cyclones or squall lines. Implementing high-order methods is useful in preserving accuracy in
multi-resolution simulations within static or dynamic reﬁned conﬁgurations so they are gaining
attention. They also provide arithmetic intensity and better capture correct dispersive behavior
of low-to mid-frequency waves. Many challenges listed in [58] are starting to be overcome,
including criteria for where and when to reﬁne, distortion of waves across reﬁnement boundaries,
and discretizations that are scale-appropriate and accurate across 2-3 orders of magnitude of
reﬁnement in space and time [54]. Dynamic load balancing issues are more complex than static
local reﬁnement [47], and although “feature-based” adaptivity is desired it is complex, and load
balancing AMR calculations remains an open research topic [58, 56]. Combining numerical
techniques with AMR, such as HEVI schemes, is an active area of research [22]. It remains to
be seen if the resulting complexity of these codes creates challenges in software maintenance and
performance portability, which would hinder their adoption in the broader ESM community.
4 Time integration
Properly treating the time dimension is a crucial aspect of accurate, multi-scale modeling.
Explicit methods are easy to implement, but errors can accumulate over long simulations if
the order of accuracy and level of ﬁltering are not treated carefully. For example, century-long
simulations with high-resolution coupled ESMs needed to analyze biogeochemical cycles or
sea level variations require O(10M) time steps to maintain stability when using a fully-explicit
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single-stage method. Due to necessary ﬁltering at the 2Δx scale of the grid, the commonly used
explicit leapfrog method is eﬀectively ﬁrst order, and so ﬂoating point errors can accumulate
unacceptably to the level of the climate variability over this many time steps. This eﬀect has
been observed for simple problems [21]. In addition, due to the CFL constraint on the time
step size, lack of parallelism in time, and additional scale interactions with spatial reﬁnement,
explicit methods suﬀer from a superlinear deﬁciency in weak scaling [26].
A diversity of ESMs have addressed this issue by using semi-implicit [14, 53] and sub-cycled
explicit methods [41], where the fastest resolved atmospheric features reside (e.g. gravity waves
and diﬀusion in the case of the atmosphere). They enable the faster time scale portions to be
solved separately so that other parts operating on longer time scales, e.g. cloud physics and
tracer transport, can be solved with larger time step sizes. However, the coupling of the dynam-
ics to other features, either through process or time-splitting, limits the eﬀective temporal error
to the order of the coupling scheme, rather than the order of the numerical method. Quanti-
fying the errors of each method individually as well as their combination requires substantial
analysis. To date, this analysis has only begun and the issue is not well documented in most
simulation results.
As for the atmosphere, while the equations governing ﬂuid ﬂow are well-understood, rela-
tively less attention has been spent on the numerical implementation of physics paramateriza-
tions, and strict numerical convergence criteria are frequently relaxed due to the under-resolved,
statistical nature of the system. Lack of rigorous formulation and testing strategies mean that
model behavior could be dominated by numerical error. Additionally, the complexity of physical
processes means that each scheme is typically developed by a separate team of domain experts
and coupling between processes often falls through the cracks. For example, physical processes
in version 5 of the Community Atmosphere Model (CAM5) are sequentially split, meaning they
are updated in serial using a time step of 30 minutes. This splitting causes large errors, par-
ticularly between the condensation scheme and microphysics. Substepping these processes is a
crude but eﬀective way to reduce splitting errors [16]. Development of more eﬃcient methods
to accurately couple physical processes is an active area of research. Parameterizations often
depend on assumptions about temporal and spatial scale that are at odds with the concept
of convergence with decreasing mesh and temporal discretizations. As a result, physics pa-
rameterizations have seldom been subjected to temporal discretization convergence tests; Wan
et al. [57] do this for CAM5 and ﬁnd a global convergence rate of only 0.4 due primarily to
problems within the microphysics scheme. As such, one can only expect modest improvement
in numerical solution quality with reﬁnement of the time step. Another active research area
is in development of methods that will achieve high convergence rates. Although the example
here is the atmosphere, all components within ESMs contain multiple types of time stepping
methods, and all face the complexities of multiple scales of resolved, coupled behavior.
Alternatively, work is being pursued on advanced time-split and implicit methods for these
problems. HEVI methods address the stringent vertical CFL restriction for non-hydrostatic
models [39], while retaining explicit methods in the horizontal plane. Implicit methods lack
the restrictive stability requirement of standard explicit methods discussed in §2. The tradeoﬀ
is the requirement of solving a large system of nonlinear, algebraic equations within each time
step. Eﬀective implicit strategies exploit Newton-Krylov methods for their fast convergence
and scalability for large, parallel problems [27, 60]. These methods have been used within
atmosphere [15, 63], ocean [42], and ice sheet dycores [29, 24], and show stability with large
time steps and accuracy at the order of the discretization scheme. The Krylov method, however,
often requires custom preconditioning for eﬃcient performance. Recent work has addressed this
issue for shallow water and other simpler climate systems, but preconditioners for the full three
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dimensional climate dynamics remain an active area of research [63, 43, 34].
5 Looking Ahead
Further research in multi-scale models will enable new insights through improved simulation of
interacting phenomena that impact climate change. For example, cloud radiative feedbacks are
the largest sources of uncertainty in simulations of climate response to a known radiative forcing
[7, 13]. Much of the uncertainty is due to the multi-scale nature of cloud feedbacks, which
involves interactions between radiation, cloud microphysics, turbulence, shallow convection,
deep convection, organized cloud systems, and global circulation modes. Examples of multi-
scale models have been used to estimate cloud feedback in idealized experiments [62, 61], but
further analysis [6] found that the estimate was sensitive to horizontal resolution. A scale-aware
multi-scale ESM has the potential to overcome this limitation, but it must be demonstrated.
The climate community should conduct coupled and uncoupled experiments with a multi-scale
ESM to quantify the cloud feedback and its sensitivity to resolution, with and without the
multi-scale treatment of clouds, and quantify the uncertainty of cloud feedbacks with advanced
mathematical techniques.
Future investigations will also exploit multi-scale ESM capabilities with the goal of demon-
strating scale-awareness, convergence, and parallelism across the hydrostatic to non-hydrostatic
transition. A major focus of future work in this area should include processes related to moist
convection and a quantiﬁcation of scale separation assumptions as one moves from more tradi-
tional “high-resolution” conﬁgurations of the resolved atmospheric motion ﬁeld to more high-
resolution LES-like conﬁgurations. This work also includes using appropriate numerical meth-
ods to capture newly resolved processes, and the coupling of cloud physics and radiation to
the larger scale ﬂow ﬁeld needs to be implemented and tested. The scale of these brute-force
reference simulations will tax state-of-the-art heterogeneous high-performance computing archi-
tectures, requiring close collaboration among applied mathematicians and computational and
computer scientists. Large-scale coupling of ESM components is also a rich area of research,
although only limited work to understand and address the associated coupling issues exists
[30]. Ideas to take advantage of new computing platforms also center around large, parallel
ensembles, which can enable a better understanding of the degree of variability around these
multiscale behaviors. Strategies to treat the volumes of new I/O and data storage required
to process output from these multiscale models, especially when running multiple ensembles,
will also be required. Adoption of the resulting research codes in the broader climate commu-
nity will require sustained investments to support scientiﬁc research, as well as the software
ecosystem that will enable simulations on extreme-scale computing architectures.
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